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Rawgust Recipe to Try

Happy Rawgust!
Rawgust, celebrated during the month of August, is an annual celebration of eating everything in
its purest state. The title is a combined form of the words ‘Raw’ and ‘August’ to form ‘Rawgust.’ It
is a fun way of spreading awareness on how much we consume processed foods that can be dangerous to our health and how we need to avoid it by shifting to organic, natural-state food items
which are healthy. There are many ways in which this month can be celebrated and we assure you
that if you follow what we say then Rawgust can be so deliciously good.
The general understanding about this month is that people are encouraged to eat fruits, vegetables, and nuts instead of meat and related items. In the drinks category, they say to avoid sugary
and carbonated drinks but to drink milk, pure fruit juices, and shakes instead. But here is the loophole: the standard understanding of this month is to avoid processed food. This means that you
cannot eat fried items or items that have been preserved with chemicals, but you can grill your
food. This means that steaks and barbecues are fine. You can stir, heat your vegetables, eat them
with meat, and you will still be staying true to Rawgust.

Easy Money Saving & Rewards On Your Smart Phone

Earn points on ANY receipt rom ANY store
or restaurant. Redeem points for gift cards
and other rewards
Fetch turns your receipts into free cash
and gift cards from your favorite retailers. Scan receipts or e-receipts from any
store or restaurant, then redeem your
points to earn gift cards, make charitable
donations, enter sweepstakes, and more!
There's no coupon clipping or chasing

Whether you’re a walking enthusiast, spend a
large part of your day walking, or you just want to
get fit, Bitwalking is the rewards app for you. Advertising themselves as the “new global currency,” Bitwalking will get you moving and participating in the larger world around you.
You’re not paid to walk; you generate the money
on your own. So that means the woman in Uganda who walks five miles to get water every day is
at the same advantage as the casual walker in
San Diego who meets her walking group each
morning. Bitwalking provides the platform to convert it to a currency that can be spent in the Bitwalking store or through third-party partners.

Upside allows you to earn cash back on your everyday purchases. Upside lets you easily save
money on Gas, Grocery and Restaurant purchases. Upside is a cash back app that anyone
can install and use to save money at the gas pump. Upside is a US based company that partners with some of the biggest gas, grocery, and restaurant brands in the nation, making it easy
to earn cash back.
The premise behind the cash back offer is to help businesses attract more customers, while
customers get a discount on the things they buy, making the partnership a win for everyone involved.

